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C O UR S E O VE RV IEW
A unique, specially designed course,
delivered by world-renowned experts
and scientists in the field of Endangered
Species Recovery (ESR). This five-day, online
interactive learning experience introduces
the issues and practical skills involved in
saving threatened species from extinction.
You will develop a critical understanding
of biodiversity conservation, the issues it

raises and how they may be addressed,
as well as practical research skills to inform
conservation action.
Durrell has an extensive history of leading the
conservation of highly threatened species,
through research and breeding programmes
at our headquarters, and in our overseas
field conservation programmes.
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C O UR S E H I G H L IGH T S
•

Connect with Jersey Zoo’s famous captive breeding projects through virtual tours
led by key staff, and learn first-hand about successful species recovery programmes,
such as the mountain chicken frog of Montserrat, Madagascar pochard and
Jersey’s red-billed chough.

MOUNTAIN CHIC KEN

•

JERSEY’S RED-BILLED CHOUGH

Live question and answer sessions with talented and inspiring members of our global
organisation, including our chief scientist, Professor Carl Jones MBE, our honorary director,
Dr Lee Durrell MBE and Dr Nik Cole our Island restoration expert, based in Mauritius.

PR OFESSOR CARL JONES MBE

•
•
•

MADAGASCAR POCHARD

DR LEE DURRELL MBE

DR NIK COLE

Forum engagements to connect with course participants.
Quizzes, discussions and break out group work to maximise your learning potential.
Access to additional reading material and resources.
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ONLINE STRUC TURE
The course runs full time, over a continuous
five days, which will require dedicated
engagement.
Course materials include live, expert-led
lectures, group discussions, activities and
individual work. Pre-recorded videos of
Durrell case studies. Pre-recorded videos
of Durrell case studies will help illustrate
the teaching content and provide real
life scenarios of global field programmes
and captive breeding facilities at Jersey
Zoo. Training staff at Durrell Conservation
Academy will offer 1-2-1 support throughout.

S TA R T E R S

You will be given registered access to our
online learning platform for pre-course
material, additional resources including
reading lists, discussion forums and advice for
on-going training.

PRACTITIONERS

WH O IS I T FOR?
The course is suitable for students and
graduates wishing to improve their
knowledge [STARTERS] early career
individuals [PRACTITIONERS] or those with an
active interest in conservation who may be
considering a career change [SWITCHERS].
A basic understanding of ecology and
conservation would be advantageous.

SWITCHERS
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WH AT IS THE C OURSE CO N TE N T?
During the course you will be given an
introduction to concepts such as:
•

The value and threats to biodiversity

•

Planning species and ecosystem
recovery programmes

•

Current approaches and recent
progression in endangered species
management

•

The multi-disciplinary requirements of
successful ESRs, and requiring action
through education and community
conservation, fundraising and policy

•

Small population biology

•

The importance of blending captive
species management and in-situ
conservation.

Participants will also be introduced to
a range of practical research skills and
methods for population monitoring. Current
case studies of conservation work by Durrell
will illustrate how these skills have been
applied to save some of the most critically
endangered primates, birds, reptiles and
amphibians.

Brazil Atlantic forest – Center for International Forestry Research (CIFOC)

CO U RS E L EARNI NG OB JE CTIV E S
ü

A deeper understanding of the principles
and practice of species conservation

The perfect foundation in conservation
biology

ü

Insight into the key tools and methods
needed to effectively plan and
implement a conservation project

An expanded professional network to
help you develop your own conservation
projects

ü

The skills to enable a fantastic stepping
stone into a conservation career.

By the end of this course, you will have:
ü
ü
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C O UR S E O U TL I N E
The course format involves live lectures, discussions, case studies and quizzes.
Each day you will have the opportunity for an informal question and answer session.

PRE - CO URSE MATERI AL
THE VALUE OF AND THREATS TO BIODIVERSITY
In order to ensure participants start the
course with a similar knowledge base,
participants will asked to work through a
small number of pre-recorded lectures
and reading material. You will learn how to
identify and understand the threats driving
population declines and biodiversity loss,

and understand the value of ecosystem
health. Through a brief introduction to small
population biology, you will become familiar
with the populations and species more
vulnerable to threat of extinction, and the
role of the IUCN guidelines in assessing these
threats and prioritising conservation efforts.

The IUCN Red List of Threatened Species™
ISSN 2307-8235 (online)
IUCN 2008: T22682514A132244524
Scope: Global
Language: English

Rhabdotorrhinus corrugatus, Wrinkled Hornbill
Assessment by: BirdLife International

View on www.iucnredlist.org

Citation: BirdLife International. 2018. Rhabdotorrhinus corrugatus. The IUCN Red List of Threatened
Species 2018: e.T22682514A132244524. http://dx.doi.org/10.2305/IUCN.UK.20182.RLTS.T22682514A132244524.en
Copyright: © 2018 International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources
Reproduction of this publication for educational or other non-commercial purposes is authorized without prior written
permission from the copyright holder provided the source is fully acknowledged.
Reproduction of this publication for resale, reposting or other commercial purposes is prohibited without prior written
permission from the copyright holder. For further details see Terms of Use.
The IUCN Red List of Threatened Species™ is produced and managed by the IUCN Global Species Programme, the IUCN
Species Survival Commission (SSC) and The IUCN Red List Partnership. The IUCN Red List Partners are: Arizona State
University; BirdLife International; Botanic Gardens Conservation International; Conservation International; NatureServe;
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew; Sapienza University of Rome; Texas A&M University; and Zoological Society of London.
If you see any errors or have any questions or suggestions on what is shown in this document, please provide us with
feedback so that we can correct or extend the information provided.

THE IUCN RED LIST OF THREATENED SPECIES™
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MONDAY 7 SEPTEMBER

TUESDAY 8 SEPTEMBER

Day one will start with an opportunity to
get know all of the course participants, key
teaching staff, and outline to the on-line
course delivery. There will be time to discuss
your experiences, expectations and hope for
the course.

Day two focuses on how endangered
species recovery programmes draw upon insitu and ex-situ conservation actions. You will
learn the main approaches to conservation
in the wild; how threats to species, such as
invasive species and human-wildlife conflict
can be mitigated or reduced and when
reintroduction and translocations may be
needed.

I N TR O DU C T IO N T O DURRELL A ND
T HE K E Y P R IN CIPLES O F SPEC IE S
RE C O VE RY PR OG RA MMES

PR ACTICAL APPR OACHES TO
ESR , FR OM SINGL E SPECIES TO
ECOSYSTEM R ESTOR ATION

Reviewing and building upon the pre-course
training material, we will discuss Durrell’s
approach to conservation and its ‘Journey
of Species Survival’ model (below). You will
learn the key principles of a species recovery
project, and how this can be used to
develop a suitable project frame-work.
Durrell’s staff from across the world will
explain how this framework has enabled
the successful recovery of species such as
Madagascan pochard and the Montserrat
mountain chicken frog.

Virtual tours will expose you to reptile and
amphibian conservation work by Durrell,
both in the wild and captivity, learning how
the two can be integrated into a species
recovery programme. We will consider
the idea of species conservation to drive
the restoration of ecosystems, such as the
use of analogue species, and wide scale
conservation initiatives such as the creation
of mainland islands.

Species conservation - mountain chicken

Ecosystem restoration - Round Island

The Journey of Species Survival
The Journey of Species Survival is Durrell’s new tool for planning and tracking how we deliver our mission of saving species from
extinction. It provides a general model of the long-term journey a threatened species might take from precariously low population
numbers before conservation starts, through the early days of recovery as different management actions are implemented, to
ultimately reaching safe levels again. We have defined thirteen different management stages in four main phases which are needed to
enable species to move along this journey. The Journey of Species Survival tool helps us not only to track the progress of our
long-term recovery programmes, but also to plan our future interventions a long time in advance.

Watching brief
Final
evaluation

The species we work with are always extremely threatened, often on the brink of extinction and facing seemingly insurmountable
odds. We know that species will not follow the journey in a predictable and linear way and will sometimes fall backwards as new
threats emerge causing further declines, or as external factors impact on our programmes. But that is the nature of working at the
front line of conservation. The Journey of Species Survival tool helps us to chart that trajectory, adapt our management techniques
and to explain our approaches to stakeholders and supporters and the timescales needed to be successful. Through this we hope
you will better understand how Durrell delivers its conservation mission and help us to move species along their journey of survival.
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Orange-tailed skink (Gongylomorphus sp.)
The arrival of an invasive predatory shrew to Flat Island in
Mauritius threatened the orange-tailed skink with immediate
extinction. Durrell and partners rapidly moved 450 skinks to
two new predator-free islands and we established a
successful captive breeding programme in Jersey. The
current wild population is estimated at 2000 individuals without this rapid response the orange-tailed skink would
now be extinct.

Madagascar pochard (Aythya innotata)
Once thought to be extinct but rediscovered at a single
location in 2006, a captive breeding programme for the
Madagascar pochard was established in Madagascar. Hugely
successful, this programme has tripled the global population.
With a safety net population in place, the next step is to plan
for the future restoration of the species. A Species Action Plan
has been developed to restore a future release site and guide
trial releases of captive bred birds to establish at least one
other healthy population in the wild.

Pygmy hog (Porcula salvania)
Since 2008, 74 captive-bred pygmy hogs have been released
into two protected areas in the grasslands of Assam, India.
Monitoring shows that these releases have been successful
and released animals are breeding. The wild population in
Manas National Park remains precarious and is possibly
declining. Now the efforts to restore the pygmy hog need
scaling up to expand their range and return them to more
former sites.

Telfair’s skink (Leiolopisma telfairii)
Through a highly successful programme of habitat restoration
and translocation, Durrell and partners have increased the
wild population of Telfair’s skinks from 5,000 individuals on
one island to over 45,000 on three islands. Research and
intensive monitoring is now being conducted to find out
whether Telfair’s skink populations can be manipulated
to control the impacts of invasive predators, like the
musk shrew, which also affects other endemic and
threatened reptiles.


Mauritius kestrel (Falco punctatus)
Like all Durrell’s programmes, the development of local skills,
know-how and capabilities has been a priority throughout the
long-term restoration of the Mauritius kestrel. A now 30
year-long collaboration between Durrell and the Mauritian
Wildlife Foundation, which we helped to establish in 1984,
has managed the sustained population recovery from just 4
birds in the 1970’s to 400 or so today. MWF continues to
manage this restoration programme with support from
Durrell’s experts.

Mallorcan midwife toad (Alytes muletensis)
Durrell played an instrumental part of the recovery of this
species by leading the essential captive breeding programme
that enabled a further 10 populations of Mallorcan midwife
toads to be established in the wild. The majority of the
conservation targets for this species are now considered to
have been met and an evaluation will review the effectiveness
of this programme and lessons learned as Durrell takes a
step back.

Saint Lucia amazon (Amazona versicolor)
A conservation success story, the Saint Lucia amazon was
nearly hunted into extinction but recent monitoring shows that
years of protection, awareness campaigns, and forest
conservation has enabled it to recover to over 2000 parrots
today. The results of a large scale survey on this population
conducted in 2009 concluded that the population was robust
and that conservation targets were met. Monitoring continues
to be conducted by local forestry staff with minimal support
from Durrell.
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WEDNESDAY 9 SEPTEMBER

T HE R O L E OF ZOO S, A N D
C A P TI V E B REEDIN G A S A
C O N S E RVAT IO N T O OL
Day three focuses on the potential ways in
which the zoo community can contribute
to conservation, and consider how zoos
can have a greater conservation impact,
particularly through captive breeding –
discussing its strengths and weaknesses,
and opportunities to understand a species
behaviour and ecology. This is exemplified by
Durrell’s current husbandry capacity-building
work in Brazil, centred around species like the
black lion tamarin.

Jersey Zoo – Black lion tamarin

THURSDAY 10 SEPTEMBER

PR INCIPL E AND METHOD S OF
POPUL ATION MONITOR ING
Day four explores the principle of population
monitoring, what it is, and why it is important,
including survey techniques, survey design,
and data analysis. Based on decades on
Durrell’s experience, you will consider the
value of effective monitoring and evaluation
and recognise how science informs
conservation practice.

Round Island – tortoise morphometrics

FRIDAY 11 SEPTEMBER

P R O JE C T PL A N N IN G F OR EF F ECTIV E CONSERVATION
Day five introduces the importance of
effective conservation project planning using
the Open Standards approach, from defining
your project context to preparing for an exit
strategy. You will recognise the importance
of progressing towards goals and targets to
improve the impact and management of
conservation programmes.

The course finishes by considering the wider
aspects of conservation as a growing sector,
and the many disciplines it needs to include.
For ESR programmes to be sustainable,
practitioners should incorporate education
and community awareness, develop the skills
to write attractive funding proposals, and
understand how to work alongside policy
makers and stakeholders.
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C O ST A N D
BO O K I N G
I N F O R M ATI O N
The course fee is £450 (special launch price).
The course runs full time, over a continuous
five days, which will require dedicated
engagement.
The start date for this course is Monday 7th
September 2020.
Subject to interest, this course may run
multiple times. Every run of a course will have
a set start date. If you cannot attend, please
enquire for other dates.
For further information or to book a place,
please contact +44 (0)1534 860037 or email
academy@durrell.org

D UR R EL L W I L D L I F E C ON SERVAT I ON T R UST
Durrell Conservation Academy, Les Augrès Manor,
La Profonde Rue, Trinity, Jersey, JE3 5BP
T +44 (0)1534 860037
E academy@durrell.org
W www.durrell.org/training
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